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OUR STORY
Donations, albeit noble in principle, are not without its fair share of issues: donations can be
improved in many ways to ensure maximum impact. Often, donations can take a lot of time to be
executed with a process that is far from frictionless. Other issues can also arise: unclear fees,
misuse of assets, or contracting market cycles due to causes like the global pandemic - we all know
that this actually affects donations because people are not making donating a priority during a
pandemic.
With this whole idea, we felt the need to provide a solution: and that's what prompted the
creation of BeKind. We aim to not only make donating frictionless, but fast and transparent too.
We are the first Indonesian BSC token that facilitates and supports a robust, accountable system
of charity/donation by using a clear and transparent platform. This way, kindness can be executed
without borders and we maximize the impact of donations.
That’s not all. Realizing that donations is only one of the enablers of equitable and sustainable
impacts, BeKind is also building a whole service ecosystem where users can have a complete
social, charitable journey by tapping into the emerging narrative of play-to-earn universe with a
unique spin: you play to care.
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LEGALITIES
Although BeKind is a whole new giving culture that’s built on blockchain, we take our business
seriously. The whole BeKind ecosystem and our products are developed under legal entities:
PT BeKind Teknologi Asia, a digital service limited liability company registered in Indonesia.
Yayasan BeKind Teknologi Indonesia, a foundation that is registered under SK Kemenkumham
RI no. AHU-0024011.AH.01.04.Tahun 2021 to handle our charities side.
By these, BeKind works with relevant stakeholders, ensuring compliance to maximize kindness.

what is bekind token
BeKind Token is the first Indonesian BSC token that facilitates and supports a robust, accountable
system of charity/donation by using a clear and transparent platform.
We aim not only to make donating frictionless, but fast and transparent too. By donating via the
BKND platform and token, you are creating a true kindness without borders, one that speaks the
universal language of unconditional love: no more hidden fees, no more excessive wait times, no
more unclear reports! :)

bekind objectives
Bekind will always maintain its mission to fulfill its double mandate of bringing accountability and
sustainability to the whole charity ecosystem.
Accountability speaks of transparency, honesty through transparent fund flow enabled by
blockchain, and creating a space where fair and equitable giving can be achieved by a market
consensus of acceptable donation management rate. This will optimally empower end
beneficiaries by maximizing the end donations, resulting in bigger and more lasting impacts.
Sustainability will be achieved by utilizing the DeFi features of the native asset, the BKND token
itself. Any holder will have an option of tapping into this yield market of staking, enabling them to
create a self-sustaining fund for further good deeds within the ecosystem.
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BEKIND's main FRAMEWORK
This is the core concept of BeKind, in which we create
an impact ecosystem based on blockchain, by using
our token, $BKND, as a governing and utility token.
We are not creating another crowdfunding platform.
Rather, we are acting as an aggregator for main
stakeholders: the crypto market, donors, crowdfunding
platforms, and impact players.
Within this ecosystem, BeKind has various products
and services in order to support sustainable and
scalable growth.

Who are the Impact Players and Why Impact?
At BeKind, we believe that true kindness isn’t as simple as donating. It goes much deeper than
that. Kindness needs to hit the bullseye, which can be measured by seeing the impact it creates.
To check this impact, we need to be able to track the whole process: from the moment that a
fundraising needs is presented to the moment that funds are disbursed, even months/years
beyond that.
Through a constant development of the BeKind Hub, impact players (NGOs, non-profit
organizations, fundraisers, or even individual donors) will be able to see just how much they have
impacted the lives of those in needs.
To sum it up, impact is defined as the long-lasting effects of concluded donations/fundraising
efforts. Impacts are measured in many ways:
The general sense of how beneficiaries feel (abstract)
Data on how much impact is really playing a part in improving the livelihood of beneficiaries
e.g. how many people are getting the help they need, how many public infrastructure/facilities
that are built, etc. All of these depend on the specific type of the social donation itself
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Maximizing Impact Through our Product
Starting from BeKind Hub 1.0, which will be launched in the last week of November 2021, impact
tracking infrastructure has started coming into fruition. The focus during this 1.0 will be put
towards implementing an online working platform where people and fundraisers will be able to
participate in the donation ecosystem by involving our token. At this stage, impact can be tracked
by tapping into the very transparency of the blockchain technology itself: any interested audience
can crawl through our protocol scan service (BscScan) to track fund flow delivery, and start to
identify their preferred agency to donate, based on the promptness of fund disbursement and/or
the rate of their management fee.
Once the platform successfully runs for a certain period of time, we will move forward with the
next features that we have planned in our roadmap. As the platform and service evolve, we will
develop and integrate a comprehensive impact tracker to take reporting to the next level:
participants of the BeKind ecosystem will be able to see blockchain-powered documentation that
describe the impact that they have produced for the causes that they support. NGOs/fundraisers
are also benefited by having a platform that’s more thorough and transparent for impact reporting.
We won’t stop at that. By enabling DeFi features, impact is created in a long-lasting way, ensuring
sustainability that provides answers for people who are in need of help. Even during hard times
like the current global pandemic, sustainability will still be maximized through these DeFi features,
minimizing risks of decreasing donations and funding. This way impact is maintained.

WRONG CONCEPT OF BEKIND
The rampant growth of
questionable and unsustainable
charity tokens has resulted in a
muddled up picture in which BeKind
is misperceived as yet-another one
of these. There were a lot of
instances where startups created a
token like BeKind and used it for
donation purposes ONLY.
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This business model creates its own trap leading to graveyards. People buy the token and use it as
a donation where the token will be converted into fiat → these mechanisms alone are creating non
liquidity for the market.
As mentioned before, this is far from the whole business model of BeKind where the aim is to
operate on the whole ecosystem, encouraging buy-in and adoptions from all stakeholders of the
charity ecosystem.

sdG fulfilment

BeKind has the ambition to fulfil all the 17 points of SDG since we do have big concerns regarding
the action plans of each point. However, we will start by taking small, scalable steps. In the early
years of BeKind operation, we will fulfil Point #9 (Industry, Infrastructure and Innovation), where
we want to disrupt the donation ecosystem by using the blockchain technology.
In the following years, BeKind believes that through partnerships with major industrial players we
can achieve: Point #17 (Partnership for Goals), Point# 7 (Affordable Clean Energy), Point #14 (Life
Below Water) and several other Points like Point #13 (Climate Action), Point #1 (No Poverty). All
of these are already mandated in BeKind Foundation’s strategic action plans.
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bekind foundation
BeKind Foundation is the first foundation in Indonesia that is based on blockchain. It is an
important arm for BeKind, where the Foundation becomes the front end arm for partnerships with
NGOs, as well as holding a license for fundraising and donation management. (In Indonesia, BeKind
Foundation is registered under the name of Yayasan BeKind Teknologi Indonesia).
BeKind Foundation has several objectives:
as a front end for social partnerships
to become a charity arm for BeKind (the company)
to do fundraising and campaigning functions for social purposes
to do smart-contract-based activities/implementations
to promote, educate, and support impact market for blockchain adoption
There are three thematic pillars of causes / issues that serves as the initial concern of BeKind
Foundation:
Climate Change (Environment)
Livelihood (Poverty Alleviation)
Children Services (Protection and Development)

bekind foundation's framework
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Problems in Impact
Implementations
Fundraising goals may be well-met, however, impact is often not maximized during
implementation. Several big issues remain:
1). No standards of transparency
2). No unified frictionless donation and charity ecosystem
3). No global standard of cuts for operational fees
4). Limited investment options, limiting sustainability
This calls for a need of solutions in order to make sure impact is achieved and retained.
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OUR SOLUTIONS
BEKIND PRODUCTS

A. bekind hub
BeKind Hub is hosted in our own space and domain. It can also be adapted for remote adoption
through APIs used by various platform channels such as crowdfunding, NGO, e-commerce.
Crypto donations is a relatively new culture, especially in Indonesia. Institutions who accept crypto
as a donation are also rare. However, the trend in using crypto as an exchange of assets is
becoming popular, and eventually donating and receiving donations in cryptocurrencies as assets
will become a new habit.
Through partnerships with impact makers, BeKind has started to fulfill one of its remits to educate,
prepare and expand the charity market using cryptocurrencies, even before we publicly launch the
project.
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It is to be noted though, that even to audience who doesn’t understand blockchain, the hub will
serve as the first of its kind: providing a platform for fundraisers and donators to meet, while
implementing innovations where participants of BeKind’s ecosystem can gain potential income
through holding our tokens and taking advantage of our various DeFi features (which are
explained later in this document). BeKind is also improving donation disbursement to be faster and
more efficient, cutting down through manual paperwork and business time, since through BeKind,
the system runs 24/7 and disbursement of donations can take as little as seconds, no matter
where people are in the world.

the function of $bknd in the bekind hub
When we build BeKind Hub, the first token that will be adopted natively in the
ecosystem will be $BKND that we build on BSC (BEP20). Hence, $BKND is the main
utility token to be used in the BeKind Hub ecosystem that will be used by donors,
crowdfunding, and NGO partners.
In the development of BeKind Hub, we will open the opportunity for other coins as well
under BSC eq. TKO, BNB. Later on, BeKind Hub can accept multi-crypto coins. On the
back-end, these other digital assets will always be converted to BKND, ensuring smooth
processes and maintaining BKND market value.
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B. kindverse
Complementary to the BeKind Hub (and vice-versa), is
the KindVerse.
The KindVerse is an open world ecosystem, where you
get to live your life or the needs to escape real life and
build your own digital collection of NFTs.
In the KindVerse, kindness is preserved. Our gateway
for this Kindverse is the BeKind Hub and BeKind
token, where, for everything you do, it will involve and
be reflected in both of them. This way, you are
contributing towards the solving of real-life issues.
As both the Hub and token are spread wider and
adopted without borders all over the world, awareness
is raised, value is maintained, demand is safeguarded.
In turn, the whole adage about kindness doesn’t stay a
talk. By becoming a Kind Heart, a Citizen of the
KindVerse, you’ll be building a better world - not only
in the virtual landscape, but also in real-life. Whatever
you do will be impactful for our fellow earthlings.

the concept
At first, the verse itself will start with NFTs. Various NFTs will be minted in collaborations with
artists who are looking to make a difference. You can get these NFTs by purchasing them
directly from BeKind or winning them through various events.
Some of these NFTs can then be carried on to the KindVerse as we develop it further: you can
equip them as aesthetic improvements for your character, or even use them in games. Other
NFTs will be digital collectibles - you can choose to keep them for eternity, or transact them
within our KindVerse.
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NFT MARKET
After the minting of NFTs, BeKind will also create an NFT Market to expand the idea of
kindness, where a portion of BeKind’s sales will be donated to charities. This marketplace could
also be run in partnerships with other institutions, leveraging on the exponential potential of
growth-by-networking. Individual users will also be able to participate by listing their NFTs here,
all the while also contributing towards real-life causes. Thus, the kindness ecosystem is
maintained and developed to thrive.
A strong link between the marketplace itself to our Hub and KindVerse will be established. In
the Hub, the marketplace will be something simple:

categories

In the KindVerse, it will be something that’s
more of a fun for casual gamers, where users
can engage in in-game transactions.

KIND NFT

SPACE & FURNITURE
clothing
LIMITED EDITIONS
mascots
volunteers

kind box
BKND 300

amount: 1

kind server
BKND 25

amount: 1

kind lady
BKND 250

amount: 1

hype male
BKND 200

amount: 1

kind Panda
BKND 1000

amount: 1

artwork
EVENTS
tickets
kind gadget
BKND 300

amount: 1

This way, there’s something for everyone. And
what’s better is, whether you’re looking for
your next item to fill your online collection
cabinet or you want to win something while
doing kindness, impact is made. Lives are
touched, and needs are met.

why kindverse?
All in all, the KindVerse creates for a better social ecosystem, by:
Working together with BeKind Hub: some features, like the NFT Marketplace, impact
tracker & virtual tour, will be directly interrelated
Providing an open world that mirrors real life, creating an endless environment which
translates into sustainability
Creating and maintaining market and demand for digital assets and collectibles, providing
social economy
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Needs & Problems

Solutions

Sustainable donation: currently donators are
seen only as donors, little engagement in the
long run

By interactions within the metaverse,
relationships and engagement are created,
advocating for sustainability

Not everyone wants to donate, but everyone
needs a distraction from daily life and
routines

KindVerse is a play-to-care metaverse. By
playing, all citizens of the KindVerse can
contribute to real-life projects for impact

Transparent and more thorough reporting

Virtual tour to see implementation, will be
connected to impact tracker

Sustainable reserve fund

Cut from the market and transactions of
digital assets and collectibles; BeKind’s
exclusive NFT sales

Limited room to showcase, especially during
pandemic

NGOs/fundraisers can buy land to set up
their homes, stores and/or “museum”

Being kind has never been so fun! Whatever you do in the KindVerse,will translate into impact.
Just by being a Kind Heart, a citizen of the KindVerse, you’re already doing your part in creating
a better world.

BEkind
hub
Social aggregator platform
BKND token

the governing token of
both platforms

kindverse

Play-to-care platform
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KindVerse Deployment and Development Plan
PHASE

PRODUCT

TIMELINE

Phase 1

NFT Minting

Q2 2022

Phase 2

NFT Marketplace Dev.

Q3 2022

Phase 3

KindVerse early stages – 1.0 Alpha:
Land (buy/sell, expand, hold)
KindVerse interactive chamber
Become a citizen
Daily missions

Q4 2022

Phase 4

KindVerse latter stages – 2.0 Beta:
Further gaming functions e.g. wishing well,
emblems, in-game marketplace, stores
Integration to Hub: land system and activity virtual
tour, stake-to-care
Interop to other blockchain networks

Q3 2023

Phase 5

Continuous dev.

‘Till we win
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C. bekind tracker
BeKind Tracker is a project management platform based on blockchain that can be used as SaaS by
NGOs in their implementation process, especially monitoring, evaluation and reporting.
This platform is scheduled to be ready in the 2nd year of development.
The main features of this BeKind Tracker are:
accessibility (anywhere)
real-time monitoring and reporting
accountability (based on smart contract)
affordability
In the early years, we expect only a couple of NGOs will try this platform. The growth will not be
as speedy as other features since the education of blockchain for NGOs in Indonesia will take time.
However, it is important to remember that in a world that evolves as rapidly as ours, non-adoption
to blockchain in the name of accountability will hurt the stakeholder itself, necessitating waves of
public adoption in the very near future.

the function of $bknd in bekind tracker
Here $BKND is used as a utility token, where the payment for using Bekind Tracker is
using $BKND only. This policy will “force” NGOs to buy and use $BKND for the
transaction.
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D. project partnership
Waste management (Banana & partners)
BeKind is in partnership with one of the
most innovative waste management
businesses in Indonesia - Banana & Partners.
BeKind is supporting Banana & Partners
financially and in adopting blockchain
technology in their waste management
process.

The main business idea is BeKind and Banana & Partner will continue to collaborate expanding the
waste processing outlet called Pandora in every area in Indonesia. The aim is to have more than
300 Pandora across Indonesia.

the function of $bknd in banana & partners
$BKND can be used as a utility / governing token in the waste management process. eq.
waste-collecting with a reward of $BKND; buying output using $BKND. Another
function is a utility token where the public / investor can buy $BKND to support waste
reduction campaigns eq. more investing in $BKND, more waste reduction.
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E. BeKind Farming
Staking protocol and features that we call BeKind Farming will be developed as soon as mid-2022.
BeKind Farming function is not only a feature to stabilize the price of $BKND, but we see it as a
“door opener” for other business models related to impact.

Use of DeFi Features
By being a BSC (BEP-20) token, BeKind can and will utilize the DeFi features on Binance Smart
Chain (BSC). DeFi means Decentralized Finance, where power and control over a finance system is
distributed within participants of that system, rather than being kept by a centralized
institution/individual. Within DeFi, instead of having profits distributed to a certain entity,
participants stand to gain some passive income by actively participating in various activities as
described below.

1. DeFI Staking
With the spirit of ensuring that every donations and social projects that are run within our
environment gives maximum impact that’s made possible by decentralization, it is only logical that
we also build our ecosystem by making a good use of DeFi features. With DeFi staking, power is
distributed within its participants: it no longer uses a traditional finance system, with a certain
entity/individual controlling it.
Users of BKND token can participate in DeFi staking by committing some of their holdings to be
locked within a staking vault, be it through our hub or other platform partners, in exchange of
gaining yield during the duration of the lock. The longer the staking lock is, the bigger the reward.
On the other hand, the BeKind platform as a whole continues to live on through the participation
of the stakers.
The reward that stakers gain itself then answers the issue of sustainability. NGOs and social
fundraising platforms will be able to stake some of their reserve, creating a sustainable fund that
will still be available and impactful, even during times when the world faces a global issue.
Likewise, individual donors can also set aside an amount of their holdings to earn yield. With this
yield, their routine donation budget is retained and gives a stable source of fund regardless of how
dynamic the world can be.
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By partnering with several exchanges, the staking gain is not limited only to BKND. Stakers can opt
to get yields in other coins/tokens.
However, it would be more beneficial for stakers to receive BKND - as this helps with a more
widespread adoption and awareness of our ecosystem.

2. Use as Governance
By having a minimum required amount of 1 mil BKND, a holder can propose for a change in the
governance of the whole BeKind protocol. This can be anything: from focusing on certain types of
social projects to pitching up new ideas on BeKind’s development strategy. However, this does not
mean that the proposal will be immediately approved.
The holder community of BKND will then vote upon this proposal: if it passes at least a 75%
threshold, BeKind will act accordingly. Anyone who stakes out their BKND holding will get voting
power, which will then be the base of the formula in determining whether a proposal succeeds or
not.
It is to be noted though that since we are committed in BeKind in the long run, a pool of proposals
will have to go through the stage of being carefully curated by BeKind’s management before any
of them is thrown out for voting.

3. Social Farming
Aside from the DeFi staking, BeKind will also build an in-protocol Social Farming, in which users
can lock their tokens for further yield. These pools will then be leveraged using two models:
BeKind Impact Financing (BIF)
BeKind Social Project Investment (SPI)
BeKind Impact Financing (BIF)
Currently, there are plenty of fintech, especially peer-to-peer financing. BeKind adopted the
business model and modified it as Impact Financing based on a smart contract.
What is the difference?
Impact Financing is peer-to-peer financing based on smart contracts with the objectives to ensure
impacts on borrowers while still giving adequate returns to lenders. e.g. There is a person selling a
hawker food (tukang bakso/meatball stall) who wants to take out a loan so his child can go to
college - this person is not bankable and his micro business cannot afford to pay normal P2P. BIF
can help this person.
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Distribution Method
There are two ways of distributing these funds:
create a new platform of social P2P (which means new business) and use BeKind Farm and BIF
as the core engine and blockchain ecosystem.
creating a “fund” directly from the BeKind Farm where BIF can operate directly through
BeKind Hub.

the function of $bknd in bekind farming/bekind impact
financing
It is clear that $BKND in these programs will have features as:
governing token in staking (BeKind Farming)
governing / utility token in P2P financing (Impact Financing)

4. BeKind Social Project Investment
Still using the staking protocol that we called social farming, the second function is to finance the
Social Project Investment Fund.
What is the difference between BeKind Impact Financing and Social Project Investment?
It looks similar but actually it has a different purpose and concept. Social Project Investment is
adopting the way common investment funds work where BeKind Impact Financing is replicating
the P2P Financing model.
Who is the investment target?
It can be any social project that has proven impacts and can generate revenue or positive cash
flow or payback to the fund.
Fund Distribution Method:
The fund can be either distributed as a loan or equity investment.
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In a concept, this Social Project Investment fund can be distributed by:
create a new business for social project investment purposes and use BeKind Farm and SPI as
the core engine and blockchain ecosystem.
creating a “fund” directly from the BeKind Farm where SPI can operate directly through
BeKind Hub.

the function of $bknd in bekind farming/BeKind Social
Project Investment
It is clear that $BKND in these programs will have features as:
governing token in staking (BeKind Farming)
governing / utility token in fund investment (Social Project Investment)

All these features will be released strategically in phases, within our “Kindness Farm” category on
our BeKind Hub. Version 1.0 will be launched within the following days of November 2021.
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5. kindness lab {innovation financing}
We call this initiative the Kindness Lab where BeKind can invest in various impact projects by
giving grants, loans or equity investments, or technological support. This space of the ecosystem
will serve as an incubator for interested NGO/partners who would like to see their specific impacts
or projects be adapted to use the blockchain environment.
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BeKind Strategic Stakeholders
In our journey, we are already in partnership with several partners,
Tokocrypto is one of the biggest stakeholders in our
environment, with Nanda Ivens - CMO of Tokocrypto as one of
our advisors. Tokocrypto supports BeKind in many possible
ways, starting from the support of CFund during our private
sale. BeKind is the first among all projects in Tokocrypto
Incubation/Acceleration Program. BeKind will do a public sale
via TokoLaunchpad. BeKind is also the official managing
partner of TokoCare (Tokocrypto’s CSR Arm).

Our partnership with WeCare.ID aims to educate retail donors
on crypto donation. With donations amounting of more than
$50,000 USD per month, WeCare.ID is now a pioneer in
implementing BeKind Hub, where donors can have the option
to donate in crypto / $BKND.
Bantoo.ID is a newcomer in social crowdfunding platforms in
Indonesia that focuses on animal/shelter and faith-based
(Christianity) issues to support. The founders of Bantoo are
happy to have a partnership with BeKind to adopt our
blockchain technology in their efforts.

Banana & Partners is mentioned in detail in the Project
Partnership section above. The company focuses on digital
waste management/waste to energy conversion by using
blockchain. BeKind's role is crucial in developing infrastructures
within the blockchain ecosystem.
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tokenomics
Reserve
10%
Foundation & Development
32%

Team
15%

Campaign
16%

Operation
27%

summary
The majority of our budget will be allocated towards foundation & development, because we
believe that in order to create a strong ecosystem, strong fundamentals are necessary.
Next in the tokenomics would be operations. Fundamentals alone would not be enough: they need
to be translated into day-to-day operations that targets the bigger picture, which is to create a
social ecosystem that’s transparent, free of manipulations, and sustainable.
The budget for campaigns - including marketing - isn’t as big as the first two areas. We are creating
a serious project: we believe that the best marketing is the product itself. We want to make sure
that we target only relevant, similar-minded people and institutions that have the same goal as we
do: to make borderless kindness a reality. This way, marketing is maximized to ensure the longevity
of the BeKind ecosystem.
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The team is the least. While our founding team members need to be compensated for their
expertise, we are not forgetting that blockchain and crypto assets are all about decentralization.
We have limited our team’s budget at 15% of the total supply.
The 10% is used for the project’s reserve. While we prepare everything as best as we can, risks are
parts of living. Therefore this reserve will be managed by our sustainability department within the
BeKind Fund.

Vesting Policy
We believe that our early adopters should not be limited in their token holding strategy. True
kindness wouldn’t be true if we insist on vesting their holdings. Due to the nature of our marketing
and focus on fundamentals, our early adopters share a similar vision: they are here to play the long
game. Rather than enforcing vesting on them, vesting is only limited to our founding team.
Starting in December 2021/January 2022, an allocation of our founding team’s token will be
released on a quarterly basis. These releases will be done via an independent mechanism, giving
integrity and trust to our project since they will not be executed manually. The vesting will
continue for 3 years, reflecting our long-term commitment on this project.

Token Release
Upon launching in Q1 2022, we will release 20,000,000 BKND in the market. With the total
supply that was previously sold during our private and presale stage and other partnerships the
initial circulating supply is estimated at around 30,000,000-40,000,000 BKND.
The rest of the tokens will then be released strategically in phases within a planned 5-year window
as needed.
Within the quarterly review, we will also burn some of BKND’s supply as a safeguard of valuekeeping, with the total burn capped at a maximum of 10% of BKND’s total supply.
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Token Release schedule

token use
BKND token acts as a native token within our ecosystem that includes the hub. This way it is the
main token that will be adopted within every area of our products.
As a DeFi based utility token within the social and donation universe, the use of BKND token is
very broad: not only users can donate by using this token, but they gain access to DeFi features,
such as staking as well. Users of BKND will also have access to some exclusive features, one of
which is the Security Blanket.
However, adopters who opt to participate solely from an investment point of view may choose to
do so. BKND token can be treated as a security, where prospective investors can participate by
buying the tokens while their value is arguably low, such as during our private and pre-sale phases,
or when we are launched through our partnership with Tokocrypto. Once these tokens gain value,
which is expected due to its nature of being used within the whole BeKind ecosystem and
representing the trust in BeKind as a company and project, investors can sell their token holdings.
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Security Blanket
First of its kind, the BeKind Security Blanket takes care of our adopters. By holding at least
100,000 BKND, one can propose funding for any needs. Other adopters can then donate towards
these needs directly when the amount is below a certain threshold, by sending any BKND amount
they feel comfortable with. When the proposed amount is above this, the idea will be proposed as
one of the regular uses of our BKND Fund, where the disbursement will follow a robust voting and
governance protocol.

token sales
BeKind is doing three stages of token sales:
Phase
Private Sale

Price
0.12 $BUSD

Token
2,000,000 pBKND

Period
September - October 2021
(SOLD OUT)

Presale

0.17 $BUSD

6,000,000 K1ND

Launch

0.24 $BUSD

20,000,000 BKND

November - prelaunch
Q1 2022 - as per Launchpad's
latest update

Both pBKND sold during Private Sale and K1ND sold during Presale will be converted into $BKND
before the Launch.
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roadmap
Pre-Launching Market and
Product Development

Q2-Q3 2021
Buzz creation through community: private and presale
BKND develops initial partnerships with various
crowdfunding/NGO/CSR partners
BKND develops a 1.0 hub to ease donation transactions,
cooperating with partners

Project partnerships impact
development

Q3 2021
Securing partnerships with varied developmental or social
causes to exhibit blockchain potentials to deliver lasting impacts

BKND Token and Public
Launch

Q1 2022
Smart contract writing and audit; BKND token minting
Public market launch in partnership with Tokocrypto

Strategic M&A and DEFI

Q1-Q3 2022
BKND strategic corporate action: deeper collaboration with
strategic and sustainable partners
Development of DeFi features: BKND users can now start
staking its token and provide liquidity pairs to receive further
yields and interests

Market Development

Q2-Q4 2022
Further development of BeKind Hub in which holders can give
to individual causes and propose funding themselves (BeKind
Security Blanket).
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BKND focuses on roadshows to develop and scale up market
liquidity
BKND capped grants: performance-based Payment Grant for
NGO partners and Matching Fund Grant for private or public
sector partners.
Below the Line promotion with Face to Face Fundraising for
Individual Donors.
BKND Charity Campaign by using various events with
crowdfunding partners. eq. virtual run, charity concert.
Creating Social Fintech and Social Investment Fund based on
smart contracts and BeKind’s ecosystem
Channels Development

Q1-Q3 2023
BKND is already a familiar face for major stakeholders in the
donations/charities universe, especially in Indonesia, including
major NGOs, institutions, crowdfunding platforms, private
sectors, and regulators.
BKND will be in partnerships with various commercial channels
including major ecommerces, banking & finance institutions, and
startups, helping with their CSR/social initiatives.
BKND will be introduced to the South East Asia Market through
NGO networks.
BKND will establish a Donation Tracking Platform as a
supporting platform for the Donation Wallet to help NGO or
initiatives to provide transparency by using blockchain
technology.
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Sustainable Development

Q2-Q4 2024
Further expansion of the market to Asia Pacific.
Q1-Q4 2025
Further expansion of the market to Europe and the North
America continents.
Q1-Q4 2026
Further expansion of the market to South America and Africa
continents.
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partnership IN PLACES
DONORS AND NGO EDUCATION
Donating using cryptocurrency might be a new thing in Indonesia. The only way to educate donors
is to introduce them to who we are and the benefits of blockchain and/or crypto.
In August - October 2021, BeKind ran a program with
WeCare.ID: for every IDR 10,000 in donation, BeKind will
give 5.5 $BKND as reward. This campaign worked pretty
well, where traditional donors tried to understand what
crypto was and crypto donors donated to get free $BKND.
In November - January 2022, BeKind x WeCare.ID is doing
the 2nd phase of the campaign: for every IDR 10,000 in
donation, BeKind will give a reward of 3 $BKND. In this
period we are also giving an extra of 1 $BKND for every
IDR 10,000 donation for a widow empowerment
community, #SaveJanda.
In October - December 2021, BeKind collaborates with
Bantoo.ID and SOS Village Indonesia, where every IDR
10,000 in donation made through the Bantoo platform,
BeKind will give 3 $BKND to donors and 1 $BKND to SOS
Village.
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Blockchain-ed Corporate Giving / CSR Ecosystem
Currently, CSR or CSV from corporations has not yet used smart contracts or blockchain. It is
simply using fiat money and distributed either directly or through NGOs.
BeKind is approaching various corporate and industry leaders to have discussions regarding
corporate giving based on smart contracts. Using the smart contracts, corporations can have more
accountability and transparency, complying with their GCG (Good Corporate Governance) Policies.
By implementing smart contracts on CSR or CSV, the whole ecosystem in the corporate’s business
will eventually follow. The company can tap into this opportunity where they can use blockchain
to ensure their social impact for every product that they sell.

BEKIND ACADEMY
We are supporting youths in developing their explorative ideas through BeKind Academy. Here,
youths can learn about blockchain technology and impacts. This program is voluntary and suitable
for students who are doing their internship.
In this program, candidates can have their internship at our various departments and programs in
BeKind Foundation as well.

media and publication
Journey of BeKind is already being told in local and global media.
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disclaimer
BeKind is a social aggregator platform that utilizes blockchain to build a better donations
ecosystem. Since we are blockchain-based, our native BKND token will be used within BeKind’s
ecosystem.
BKND truly embodies one of the first and most important principles of a blockchain: transparency.
Imagine a world without manipulations - a world that’s fully transparent, ensuring your help arrives
safely to those who need it the most. We also hold decentralization in high regards, as holders of
BKND token can stake their tokens in exchange of voting power in proposal and rewards. While
the BKND team acts as facilitators to develop the whole BKND ecosystem, there is no real single
company, organization, or individual that fully controls BKND.
However, this also means that there is no single entity whatsoever that you can rely upon to
provide you with accurate information. Under no circumstances should you think that everything
that is represented in this Whitepaper is 100% accurate. As any member of the BKND ecosystem,
you will assume all responsibility for your actions. Please rely and make decisions solely based on
your own research.
This Whitepaper is for general information purposes only and is not to be used/taken as
investment advice. You should not use this Whitepaper as a basis of your investment/participation
decisions or even in the evaluation of the merits of your participation in the BKND ecosystem.
Although the team will strive to be clear and updated at all times, all opinions and plans that are
reflected in this Whitepaper are subject to change without any notice or update to the Whitepaper
itself.
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